6z  THE DAILY ROUND IN A NEWSPAPER OFFICE
Yet no journalist who rates his craft as something
higher than a branch of commerce can fail in admiration
and gratitude for the Guardian s refusal to drop " the
banner of the ideal/' It is one of the very few news-
papers printed in English, whether in Britain, Canada,
Australia, South Africa, or the United States, which one
can read with the comfortable assurance that one is being
credited with an intelligence. Almost all the others make
one feel either that they are produced by nit-wits who
can't help it, or that clever persons are treating you as a
nit-wit because it's your money they want*
The Times falls into neither of those categories. It
leaves no single definite impression* It is a blend of oddly
obstinate prejudices and back-number'loyalties with open-
minded perceptions and boldness in facing facts* When
it gives a lead to public opinion by interpreting what is in
the nation's mind or heart, as it did when the Hoare-
Laval plan for betraying Abyssinia was ingenuously
published in December 1935, it revives the finest tradi-
tions of journalism* But most of the time it is a Tory
organ, nervously (and therefore pettishly) opposed to
changes, even if they occur a long way off—in Russia, say*
If we compare the circulations of these newspapers with
those of the popular Press, we find they are very much
smaller* They owe their advertisement revenue to the
belief of advertisers that their readers are mostly well
enough off to buy the more expensive kinds of goods*
They get it, on the strength not of the size, but of the
quality of their circulation*
This quality, however, if it exists, does not outweigh
numbers when we come to reckon the effect on the public
mind and imagination produced by the " high-brow M
and the " low-brow " newspapers* Here the popular

